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Purpose: Currently discharge recommendations are primarily based on subjective information and the experience of the clinician. Objective measures are underutilized and there is little literature to assist the new clinician in this process. This leads to more conservative decisions made by the inexperienced clinician. Evidence suggests that there is a lower incidence of hospital readmission rates for patients that were discharged to settings recommended by Physical Therapists (PTs) as compared to patients discharged to settings not in-line with the PTs recommendation. The purpose of our report is to develop an algorithm that will assist in the discharge recommendation process for PTs in the acute care setting.

Description: The algorithm is formatted with yes or no questions that the PT can use to guide decision making. The algorithm is multifactorial and considers level of assistance/supervision, discharge destination, and collaboration with other health care providers. This algorithm is based on evidenced based outcome measures that are embedded in each question to assist the therapist in deciding how to proceed through the algorithm. The outcome measures used can all be performed in the acute care setting without specific equipment.

Summary of Use: The goal of this project is to develop a tool to guide the PTs thought process related to making discharge recommendations. This guidance should then help to reduce both inappropriate discharge placement and readmission rate, thus improving patient safety and resource utilization.

Importance to Members: The acute care setting is a complex environment characterized by a fast pace. With the creation of an evidence based discharge recommendation algorithm we hope to decrease some of the complexity surrounding discharge recommendations.